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Abstract
Random regular graphs are, at least theoretically, popular communication networks. The reason
for this is that they combine low (that is constant) degree with good expansion properties crucial
for e-cient communication and load balancing. When any kind of communication network gets
large one is faced with the question of fault tolerance of this network. Here, we consider the
question: Are the expansion properties of random regular graphs preserved when each edge gets
faulty independently of other edges with a given fault probability? We improve previous results
on this problem in two respects: First, expansion properties are preserved for much higher fault
probabilities than known before. Second, our results apply to random regular graphs of any
degree which is at least 4. Previous results apply only to degrees of at least 42. Moreover, the
techniques used by us are more elementary than those used in previous work in this area.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper draws its motivation from the theory of fault tolerance of communication
networks. Here a communication network, like the hypercube or the butter:y network
simply is a graph where we think of the nodes of this graph as processors of the net-
work and of the edges as communication links. Each edge connects the 2 processors
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incident with it and allows them to communicate in 1 step with each other. It is a gen-
eral assumption of the theory that the network proceeds in a synchronous fashion: In
each step each processor performs a Bnite number of computation steps and communi-
cation steps with its neighbours. When networks get large we are faced with the ques-
tion of fault tolerance: We want to use the network in spite of some components being
faulty. Ideally, the faulty network should be able to simulate e-ciently the non-faulty
network, that is it should simulate computation of the non-faulty network with running
time increasing only by a constant factor, so that the time is essentially unchanged.
Two kinds of faults or fault models are known in the theoretical literature: Worst
case faults and random faults which are our concern. The random fault model assumes
that each component of the network gets faulty independent of other components with a
given fault probability and we get a probability space of faulty networks. Our networks
are parameterized with respect to the number of nodes which is usually denoted by
n. Therefore, the induced probability spaces of faulty networks are also parameterized
by n. We are interested in properties which hold with probability tending to 1 when n
goes to inBnity. In this case, we say that a property holds with high probability. Note
that this is a standard notion in the theory of random structures.
For the hypercube network e-cient simulations are possible with high probability
if each node gets faulty with a given constant fault probability, cf. [8]. The degree of
each node of the hypercube is log n and thus unbounded. For bounded degree networks,
it is still an open question if e-cient simulations under constant fault probabilities
are possible. For the butter:y network, this question is investigated intensely, see for
example [4].
We consider the situation where the underlying non-faulty network is of bounded
degree. In particular, we assume that it is itself a random d-regular graph, that is a
random member of the set of all graphs with n nodes where each node has constant
degree d. The reader unfamiliar with random regular graphs should consult [1]. Ran-
dom regular graphs have some importance in the theory of communication networks
because they are known to be expander graphs with high probability [2], this means:
There is a constant c with 0¡c¡1 such that each subset X of nodes has ¿c · |X |
neighbours adjacent to X but not belonging to X (provided X contains only at most
half of all nodes). Expansion properties are important in the theory of communication
networks because they allow for e-cient concurrent communication between arbitrary
sets of processors. Motivated by the above-mentioned open question for bounded de-
gree networks we are interested in the e-cient simulation of computation on non-faulty
random regular graphs by faulty random regular graphs. The minimum requirement for
such a simulation to be possible is that the faulty graph should have a connected com-
ponent of linear size on which the simulation can take place. But we need more, we
need a linear size subgraph which is an expander in order to be able to simulate the
e-cient communication properties of the non-faulty network.
Following the literature we look at random edge faults of random regular graphs.
Note that the structures considered by us are random due to two probabilistic exper-
iments, the choice of the graph and the random faults. A faulty edge is of no use at
all and thus can be considered as being deleted. The investigation of random regular
graphs with edge faults starts with the paper [11]. The authors give su-cient conditions
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for the existence of a linear size component. In the subsequent paper [12] attention is
drawn to the preservation of expansion properties. Again some su-cient conditions are
given in order that the faulty graph has a linear size expanding subgraph. In work by
the Brst author [5] a threshold result for the existence of a linear size component is
proved: If each edge is non-faulty with probability ¿1=(d−1); d being the degree, we
have a linear size component, if the probability is below this bound we do not have
a linear size component. In [6] we give a su-cient condition on fault probability and
degree such that we can 4nd a linear size expander e-ciently—a question not treated
in the initial work on expansion [12]. Crucial to this paper is the notion of a k-core of
a graph: The k-core is the unique maximal subgraph where each node has a degree of
k or more. Note that the k-core of a graph can easily be found e-ciently by iteratively
deleting all nodes of degree strictly less than k. In the paper [6] it is noted Brst that
the 3-core of a faulty random regular graph is an expander with high probability (this
follows simply from randomness properties of the 3-core). Second, a probabilistic anal-
ysis of a simple edge deletion algorithm Bnding the 3-core is performed. It is shown
that a linear size 3-core is found if d¿42 and each edge is non-faulty with probability
at least 20=d.
The present paper improves considerably on these results: We give a precise thresh-
old on the fault probability for the existence of a linear size k-core for any d and
k, where d¿k¿3. This improves the previous bounds for the existence of an ex-
panding subgraph. For example, when the degree is as low as d=4 and each edge
is faulty with probability ¡ 19 we have a linear size 3-core and thus an expanding
subgraph.
Our proof uses a proof technique originally developed for Molloy [9]. It is tech-
nically quite simple in that it can be presented without any advanced concepts from
probabilistic combinatorics. This is in sharp contrast to the previous proofs of the
weaker results mentioned above. Due to its relative simplicity, the technique used here
applies to a wide range of similar problems, such as analysing the behaviour of the
pure literal rule for random 3-satisBability instances [3] and determining the threshold
for the appearance of a k-core in a random graph from the common Gn;p model, see
[10]. The technique is inspired by the original (more involved) proof of the k-core
threshold for Gn;p given in [13]. Note that in Computer Science appropriately deBned
cores of random structures are not only interesting from the point of view of commu-
nication networks but are of wider relevance. In [7] cores of random hypergraphs are
used to obtain perfect hash functions.
2. Outline
The Brst problem when dealing with the probability space of regular graphs is the
di-culty of calculating probabilities in this space. This di-culty is due to the fact that
we do not have a natural probabilistic generation procedure of random regular graphs,
like for example in the Gn;p model where the generation algorithm throws each possible
edge independently with probability p. Therefore, random regular graphs are usually
treated with the help of the conBguration model, cf. [1] for a detailed exposition.
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Let n · d be even. A d-regular conBguration with n classes, =(W; E), consists of
a set W={W1; : : : ; Wn}, where the Wi are disjoint d-element sets, the classes, and of
a set E which is a partition of
⋃
Wi into 2-element sets, called edges. Identifying the
d elements of Wi with one single node i each conBguration induces a graph with n
nodes and possibly multiple edges and loops in a natural manner. Each node of this
graph has degree d when counting properly, that is for example loops contribute with
2 to the degree. The elements of
⋃
Wi are called node copies or just copies.
We denote the set of all d-regular conBgurations over W as Con(n; d) and consider
it as a probability space endowed with the uniform distribution. There are (n · d)!!=
(n ·d−1) · (n ·d−3) · · · 5 · 3 ·1 d-regular conBgurations altogether. Note that the space
of d-regular conBgurations allows for simple probabilistic generation algorithms as for
example: The Brst edge is generated by Brst picking a copy deterministically and then
picking a uniform random copy from the remaining copies. The algorithm continues
in this way until no copy is available any more. We visualize this algorithm as a
probability tree branching at the probabilistic choices. Each leaf of this tree corresponds
to a computation of the algorithm. The probability that the algorithm reaches a given
leaf is 1=(dn)!! and it is easy to see that each conBguration is generated by at most
1 computation. Therefore the algorithm generates each conBguration with the required
probability.
For d · n even a d-regular graph with n nodes is just a usual graph, that is without
multiple edges or loops, where each node has degree d. By a random d-regular graph
we mean a graph from the uniform distribution of all such graphs. The relevance of
d-regular conBgurations is that the probability of those conBgurations which induce a
d-regular graph without multiple edges or loops is bounded away from 0 by a constant
(decreasing in d, but independent of n). Moreover, each d-regular graph is generated
by exactly d!n many conBgurations. For properties of conBgurations which can be
translated in a natural way to graphs by identifying the node copies of one class with
a single node this implies that properties holding with high probability for random
d-regular conBgurations also hold with high probability for random d-regular graphs,
cf. [1] for the details on this. A subconBguration is a structure  = (V; F) where V
is a set of disjoint d-element sets, the classes, and F is a set of edges, that is disjoint
2-element sets of elements from
⋃
Vi. Note that the classes of V still have d node
copies each, however, some node copies may be loose in that they do not belong to
edges.
The actual probability space of interest here is the space of random d-regular graphs
with edge fault probability f. We always let p=1−f be the probability that an edge
is present. For n · d even this probability space is determined by the following prob-
abilistic experiment: First, draw a random d-regular graph. Second, delete each edge
independently with probability f. We treat faulty graphs by faulty conBgurations. A
random d-regular conBguration with edge fault probability f=1−p is a subconBgura-
tion generated as follows: First, draw a random d-regular conBguration. Second, delete
each edge with probability f independently. We denote this space with Con(n; d; p).
Note that we delete neither node copies nor classes. As before we get that properties
holding for faulty conBgurations with high probability also hold for faulty random reg-
ular graphs with high probability. This allows us to restrict attention to Con(n; d; p) in
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the following. The paper [6] has a more detailed discussion on the relationship between
faulty graphs and conBgurations.
Let =(V; E) be a subconBguration. The degree of the class W ∈V in , Deg(W )
is the number of copies of W which belong to an edge. Note that loop edges like {x; y}
with x; y∈W contribute with 2 to the degree of W . For a node copy x the degree of
x, Deg(x) is the degree of the class to which x belongs. For k¿1 the k-core of a
subconBguration =(V; E) is the largest subconBguration =(X; F), where X⊆V
and F ⊆E such that each class of  has degree ¿k. For d¿1 and 0661, we let
Bin(d; ) be a random variable following the binomial distribution with parameters d
and .
To state our main result we need to make some preparatory remarks. Fix d¿k¿3.
Consider the real valued function deBned over the reals
L() =

∑d−1
i=k−1
(
d− 1
i
)
· i · (1− )d−1−i
:
Dividing by ¿0 we see that L()→+∞ for → 0 as k − 1¿2. Further, we have
L(1)=1 and L()¿0 for 0¡61 as in this case the denominator is just Pr[Bin(d−
1; )¿k − 1]. As L()→∞ for  approaching 0 and L()¡ 1 for  → 1 and ¡ 1
r(d; k) = min
0¡¡1
L() (1)
is ¿0, well deBned, and ¡1 and we are ready to state our theorem.
Theorem 1. Let d¿k¿3.
(a) If p¿r(d; k) then a random faulty con4guration from Con(n; d; p) has a
k-core of linear size with high probability.
(b) If p¡r(d; k) then a random faulty con4guration from Con(n; d; p) has only the
empty k-core with high probability.
The deBnition and relevance of r(d; k) may appear mysterious at this point, but
we will see that it has an intuitive combinatorial motivation. As an example, note
that r(4; 3)=89 . Our proof consists in its major part of a probabilistic analysis of the
following algorithm:
Algorithm 2. The global algorithm
Input: A subconBguration .
Output: The k-core of .
while  has classes with degree 6 k − 1 do
 := the modiBcation of  where all
classes with degree 6k − 1 are deleted.
od.
Output .
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Note the technical point that the algorithm only deletes whole classes not single node
copies from classes. Thus we always comply with our notion of subconBguration.
A class survives if it has not been explicitly deleted up to the time considered. When
we delete a class we delete the class and the edges incident with it. Thus, in the course
of the algorithm there can be surviving classes of degree 0 belonging to the current .
Of course, these classes are deleted with the next execution of the loop. In the con-
text of this and similar algorithms, we call classes and node copies of degree ¿k
heavy, those of degree 6k − 1 light. At the end of the algorithm  has only heavy
classes. The correctness of the algorithm follows with the invariant: The heavy classes
of the current  are a superset of the classes of the k-core of the input.
In Section 2, we analyse a modiBed version of this algorithm in that the main loop
is executed only
√
logd n many times. The point of this reduced number of executions
is that it goes only slowly to inBnity. First, we show that the expected number of
heavy classes left by the modiBed algorithm is linear in n when p¿r(d; k) and the
input conBguration is from Con(n; d; p). Second, we prove a concentration result for
the number of heavy classes to the eNect that it is linear in n with high probability
with respect to the input space. It is noteworthy that this concentration result is simply
proved by TschebycheN’s inequality. Third, we get that the number of light classes left
over after
√
logd n executions of the loop is only o(n) with high probability. (Standard
arguments show that this number initially is linear in n with high probability.) Fourth,
in Section 4, we present an additional argument showing that with high probability
we get rid of these few light classes leaving us with a linear size k-core provided
p¿r(d; k). On the other hand, if p¡r(d; k) we Brst show that after
√
logd n rounds
of the algorithm the expected number of classes still remaining is o(n). Second, in
Section 3 we show that we now have no longer enough classes of degree ¿0 to form
a non-empty k-core.
3. Reduction of the number of light classes
For d¿t¿0 and j¿0, let the random variable
Xt;j : Con(n; d; p)→ N (2)
be the number of surviving classes having degree equal to t after j executions of the
loop of the global algorithm. With XWi =XWi; t; j being the indicator random variable of
the event that the class Wi has degree t after j executions of the loop we can represent
X =Xt; j as the sum
X = XW1 + · · ·+ XWn : (3)
(Recall that an indicator random variable assumes the value 1 in case that the event
in question holds and 0 otherwise.) For 16i6n arbitrary, linearity of expectation and
the fact that Pr[XWi =1] is independent of i implies that
EX = n · E[XWi ] = n · Pr[XWi = 1]:
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We will determine Pr[XWi =1] approximately, that is up to an additive error of o(1) for
j=
√
logd n and any t with 06t6d. For every j¿0 the probability of the event: the
class W =Wi survives and has degree equal to t after j executions of the loop, turns out
to depend only on the j+1-neighbourhood of W . The notion of a (j+1)-neighbourhood
is slightly diNerent from the usual one:
Denition 3. Let =(V; E) be a subconBguration, j¿0, and W ∈V. The j-neighbour
hood of W in , denoted as N(W; j), is that subconBguration of  which has as
classes the classes U whose distance from W is 6j. That is the length (= number
of edges) of a shortest path from W to U is 6j. The edges of N(W; j) are those
induced from  as long as they are incident with at least one class in distance j − 1.
This notion in slightly diNerent from the usual one in that we do not include edges
between node copies which are both in distance j. For j=j(n) going su-ciently slowly
to inBnity the structure of the (j+1)-neighbourhood of a Bxed class is a tree with high
probability. Note that this does not mean that with high probability the neighbourhood
of every class is a tree.
Lemma 4. Let W be a 4xed class and let j=j(n)=
√
logd n, then with high probabi-
lity the (j + 1)-neighbourhood of W in a random fault free con4guration from
Con(n; d) is a tree.
Proof. We consider the following probabilistic algorithm to generate the (j + 1)-
neighbourhood of W in a random fault free conBguration . The algorithm is a breadth
Brst generation process, and we describe it as a sequence of classes and edges. We
let S0={W} be the initial front of the algorithm. The Brst edge e1 is generated prob-
abilistically: Pick a copy w from W according to some deterministic rule and expand
it. That means, choose from the set of remaining node copies (inclusive W\{w}) a
uniform random copy v, set e1={w; v}. Pick the next copy from W deterministically
and form the edge e2 in an analogous way. Continue in this way until all copies in W
belong to an edge. Let V1; : : : ; Vl be the classes now reachable from W but not equal to
W . Let S1={V1; : : : ; Vl} be the new front of the algorithm and continue with S1 in the
same manner. The algorithm stops when all classes in distance j of W are expanded.
The algorithm makes at most j + 1 loops of expanding the current front.
Now given a (j+1)-neighbourhood (=(V; E) of W we observe that there is exactly
one possible computation of the algorithm generating (. If |E|=m the probability for
the algorithm to generate ( is equal to
1
dn− 1 ·
1
dn− 3 · · · · ·
1
dn− 2m+ 1 :
This is the same as the probability that a random conBguration from Con(n; d) has
the edges from E and thus the (j + 1)-neighbourhood ( of W . This justiBes the use
of the breadth Brst generation process in order to calculate probabilities in the space
Con(n; d).
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The number of nodes in classes which are incident with edges generated by the
algorithm in the end is bounded above by
d ·
j+1∑
i=0
(d− 1)i 6 dj+3
using the geometric series. The number of probabilistic steps made sequentially by the
algorithm is therefore certainly bounded above by this number. The algorithm generates
no tree if at one point it randomly picks a node copy from a class already reachable
from W . We obtain that this probability is bounded above by
d(j+3)·2=(dn− dj+3) = o(1); since j =√logd n:
We restrict attention to the class W of a subconBguration  and execute the loop
of the global algorithm only once. We see that the eNect on the class W is the same
regardless whether we use  or N(W; 2) as input to the algorithm. This holds in
general.
Lemma 5. Let j¿0. For any subcon4guration  and any class W of  the following
holds: W survives with degree t¿0 after j executions of the loop of the global
algorithm with  as input i9 W survives j executions of the loop with degree t and
N(W; j + 1) as input.
Proof. The algorithm has one of two possible eNects on W : W is deleted or W survives
with degree t¿0. We proceed by induction on j. For j=0 the lemma holds because
after 0 executions of the loop W survives with its initial degree with either input.
Now let j¿0 and assume W survives j executions of the loop with degree t¿0
when given the (j+ 1)-neighbourhood as input. Then after j− 1 executions W has at
least k neighbours, t of which are heavy. By induction hypothesis we get that precisely
these neighbours of W survive j− 1 executions with the same degrees as before when
using the j-neighbourhoods of these neighbours as input. Again by induction hypothesis
(now the other direction of the equivalence) we get that precisely these neighbours
survive j − 1 executions of the loop with the same degrees as before when we take
the whole conBguration as input. Therefore, W survives with degree t when the whole
conBguration is the input.
Now assume that W survives j executions of the loop with degree t when we take the
whole conBguration as input. After j−1 executions W has again at least k neighbours
t of which are heavy. By induction hypothesis we have that precisely these neighbours
survive j − 1 executions with the same degrees when using their j-neighbourhoods as
input. By induction hypothesis (now the other direction of the equivalence) precisely
these neighbours survive j − 1 loops with the same degrees when using the (j + 1)-
neighbourhood of W as input. Hence, W survives j rounds with degree t when the
(j + 1)-neighbourhood is the input.
With respect to the Bxed class W the following local algorithm has essentially the
same eNect as j executions of the global loop have, provided the (j+1)-neighbourhood
of W is a tree.
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Algorithm 6. The local algorithm
Input: A (j + 1)-neighbourhood of the class W , (, which is a tree. We let W be the
root of this tree. Note that the depth of this tree may be ¡j + 1. Therefore we
need to supply j explicitly to the algorithm.
for i=j downto 0 do
Modify ( by deleting all light classes in depth i.
Note that a class which is not the root and not a leaf is light iN it has ¡k − 1 sons
in the tree. Moreover, W in the end either is heavy or deleted. The Brst execution
of the loop of the algorithm deals with classes in depth (j + 1) − 1 = j, the second
with classes in depth (j + 1) − 2=j − 1; : : : ; the (j + 1)th execution with classes in
depth (j + 1)− (j + 1) = 0 that is with W itself. The next lemma clariBes the exact
relationship of the global and the local algorithm.
Lemma 7. Let  be a subcon4guration such that the (j + 1)-neighbourhood of the
class W from  is a tree, then we have:
After j executions of the loop of the global algorithm with input  the class W
survives with degree t¿k.
⇔
After running the local algorithm with input N(W; j+ 1) the class W survives with
degree t¿k.
Note that it can happen that W is deleted by the local algorithm but not deleted after
j loops of the global one. This is of course due to the fact that the local algorithm
executes its loop (j+1)-times. The lemma tells us that in this case W is light after j
global loops and therefore is deleted by the next loop of the global algorithm.
Proof. With Lemma 5 it is su-cient to show: W survives j executions of the global
loop applied to N(W; j+1) with degree t¿k⇔W survives the local algorithm with
input N(W; j + 1) with degree t¿k.
For the subsequent inductive argument we need the following statement: Let ( and
(′ be two possible (j + 1)-neighbourhoods of W which are trees and satisfy the
following condition: ( is obtained from (′ by deleting edges which are incident with
a light class in depth 6j. (Note, not in depth j + 1 as any class in depth j + 1 has
degree 1 and thus is light.) Then holds that the application of the local algorithm with
input ( and (′ has the same eNect for the class W . This is intuitively true because
for 16i6j + 1 light classes in depth (j + 1) − i are deleted by the ith execution of
the local loop anyway. Nevertheless, we present the induction: Let j=0, then ( is
made from (′ by deleting edges incident with W provided W is light in (′. In both
cases W is deleted by the Brst execution of the loop of the local algorithm. For j=1,
( is obtained from (′ by deleting edges which are in (′ incident with light classes
in depth 61. After the execution of the Brst loop of the local algorithm we get the
1-neighbourhoods (1 and (′1 of W . All light classes in depth 1 are deleted. Accordingly
(1 and (′1 satisfy the condition above for j=0 and the result holds. Now for j¿2 and
with ( and (′ being (j+1)-neighbourhoods as described we have the following: After
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the execution of the Brst loop of the local algorithm with ( and (′ we get two j-
neighbourhoods of W to which the induction hypothesis is applicable and the result
follows. Note, that our neighbourhoods are trees, otherwise the last argument is not
clear and possibly not true because ( might have more classes in distance j due to
edges being deleted.
Now, the claim of the lemma is proven inductively on j¿0. If j=0 and W is heavy
in its 1-neighbourhood the degree of W is not changed in both cases. If W is light W
gets deleted by the local algorithm and is not touched by the global one. The claim
holds.
For the induction step let j¿0. After the Brst execution of the global loop and the
local loop, respectively, we get two j-neighbourhoods of W to which the hypothesis
of the preceding statement applies. We apply the induction hypothesis to the neigh-
bourhood generated by the global algorithm and the claim follows with Lemma 5 and
the deBnition of the local algorithm.
Let  be a fault free conBguration, let j¿0 and assume that the (j+1)-neighbour-
hood of the class W in  is a tree. This tree is of course the complete tree of depth
j+1, where the root has d sons and the interior nodes have d − 1 sons. Let ( be
the random (j + 1)-neighbourhood of W when considering faulty versions with fault
probability f=1−p. We now turn our attention to the survival probability of W when
considering the local algorithm applied to a such a random (.
We deBne *0=1 and *i+1=Pr[Bin(d− 1; *ip)¿k − 1] for any i¿0. We see that
the *i are monotonically decreasing and all in the interval [0; 1]. Therefore
* = *(p) = lim
i→∞
*i (4)
is well deBned. As all functions involved are continuous we get
* = Pr[Bin(d− 1; p*)¿ k − 1]: (5)
Note that this does not deBne * as Eq. (5) is always satisBed by *=0.
*0=1 is the probability that a class in depth j+1 of ( survives the local algorithm
because the local algorithm does not delete classes in depth j+1. The probability that
a class in depth j survives is equal to *1=Pr[Bin(d − 1; p)¿k − 1] because a class
survives iN it has at least k−1 surviving sons. Assume by induction that the probability
that a class in depth (j + 1) − i¿2 survives is *i and consider a class V in depth
(j+1)− (i+1)¿1 in a random (. Again V survives iN it has ¿k− 1 sons surviving
the preceding loop of the algorithm, which means that V has l¿k − 1 sons in ( to
begin with of which ¿k − 1 survive the ith execution of the loop of the algorithm.
By independence and conditioning on l being the number of sons of V in (, we see
that the probability that V has exactly h surviving sons is
d−1∑
l=k−1
Pr[Bin(l; *i) = h] · Pr[Bin(d− 1; p) = l] = Pr[Bin(d− 1; p*i) = h]:
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To show this equation, one can use the binomial identity
(
l
h
)
·
(
d− 1
l
)
=
(
(d− 1)− h
l− h
)
·
(
d− 1
h
)
and the binomial theorem. We get that the probability that V survives is equal to
*i+1=Pr[Bin(d − 1; p*i)¿k − 1)]. Alternatively, one could also argue as follows:
The probability that a son of V survives, given it is present in (, is *i by induction.
The probability that the son is present to begin with is p. As the required events for
the diNerent sons are independent this implies that the distribution of the number of
sons of V after the ith execution of the loop of the local algorithm is as that of the
binomial random variable Bin(d− 1; *ip). We get that the survival probability of V is
*i+1=Pr[Bin(d− 1; p*i)¿k − 1] as before.
Concerning the survival probability of the root things are slightly diNerent. For
d¿t¿k and i¿0 we deBne
t;i = t;i(p) = Pr[Bin(d; p*i) = t]:
Arguing as above for *i+1 we see that t; j is the probability that the root W of our
tree neighbourhood survives the local algorithm applied to ( with degree equal to t.
As t; i is monotonically decreasing in i and between 0 and 1
t = lim
i→∞
t;i (6)
is well deBned and from continuity we get that
t = Pr[Bin(d; p*) = t]:
Now let j=j(n) go to inBnity with n and for each n let W be the root of the non-
faulty tree neighbourhood of depth j+1. For each n we consider the probability space
of faulty versions of this tree neighbourhood. For n going to inBnity the probability
that W survives with degree d¿t¿k after the local algorithm is applied to a random
faulty (j + 1)-neighbourhood is
t;j(n) = t + o(1): (7)
Now we are ready to show where our formula for r(d; k) comes from, recall
Eqs. (1) and (4).
Lemma 8. *¿0 i9 p¿r(d; k).
Proof. Let *¿0. We always have Eq. (5),
* = Pr[Bin(d− 1; p*)¿ k − 1];
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and therefore p¿0, too. The LHS of the preceding equation thus is equal to *p=p
and we get as p61 and *61 that
p =
p*
Pr[Bin(d− 1; p*)¿ k − 1] = L(p*)¿ r(d; k)
establishing the Brst half of our claim.
Now assume p¿r(d; k)= min0¡¡1 L(). As L(1)=1, L() is continuous in
0¡61, and 1¿p¿min0¡¡1 L() there exists at least one  with 0¡¡1 such that
p=L(). For every such  we show that p*¿ and therefore *¿0 establishing the
second half of the claim. We show p*¿ by showing p*i¿ for all i. We proceed
by induction on i. For the induction base we get
p · *0 = p = L()¿ ;
where the last estimate holds because the denominator in the deBnition of L() is
always 61 for 0¡¡1. For the induction step, we assume i¿0 and get
p · *i+1 = p · Pr[Bin(d− 1; p · *i)¿ k − 1]
¿p · Pr[Bin(d− 1; )¿ k − 1] = ;
where the last but one estimate uses the induction hypothesis and the last equality
follows from the assumption p = L().
We now return to the analysis of the global algorithm. The next corollary follows
directly with Lemmas 4 and 7 and Eq. (7).
Corollary 9. Let W be a 4xed class, t¿k and let j=j(n)=
√
logd n. In the space of
faulty con4gurations Con(n; d; p) we have: The probability that W survives j execu-
tions of the loop of the global algorithm with degree t is
t;j + o(1) = t + o(1):
Next the announced concentration result:
Theorem 10. Let d¿t¿k, j=
√
logd n, X =Xt; j be the random variable de4ned as in
Eq. (2). With =t = t; j we have:
(1) EX = · n+ o(n).
(2) |X −  · n|6o(n) with high probability.
Proof. (1) The claim follows with the representation of X as sum of indicator random
variables, see Eq. (3), and with Corollary 9.
(2) We show further below that the variance of X , VX =o(n2). This implies the
claim as follows:
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TschebycheN’s inequality reads: Pr[|X − EX |¿a]6VX=a2 for a¿0. Putting -=√VX
we get that
Pr[|X − EX |¿a · -]6 1
a2
:
We have -=-(n)=o(n) as VX =o(n2). Hence, we have a function !(n)→∞ with
-=-(n)=n=!(n). With a=a(n)=
√
!(n) we have - · a(n)=o(n) and
Pr[|X − EX |¿a · -]6 1
a2
= o(1):
This implies the claim as EX diNers only by an additive term of o(n) from n.
We calculate the variance of X . We decompose X =XW1 + · · · + XWn , see Eq. (3).
This and (1) of the present theorem implies
VX = E[X 2]− (EX )2 = E[X 2]− (( n)2 + o(n) · n):
Moreover,
E[X 2] = EX + n · (n− 1) · E[XU · XW ] =  · n+ o(n) + n · (n− 1) · E[XU · XW ];
where U and W are two arbitrary distinct classes. We need to show that
E[X 2]=( · n)2 + o(n2). This follows from E[XU · XW ]=2 + o(1) which we show
next.
Let Distrees be the event that the (j + 1)-neighbourhoods of U and W in the
underlying fault free conBgurations are disjoint trees. We get
E[XU · XW ] = Pr[XU · XW = 1]
= Pr[XU = 1 ∧ XW = 1 ∧Distrees]
+Pr[XU = 1 ∧ XW = 1 ∧ ¬Distrees]
= (+ o(1))2 · Pr[Distrees]
+Pr[XU = 1 ∧ XW = 1|¬Distrees] · Pr[¬Distrees];
where the last equation holds by conditioning and Corollary 9 as the survival probabili-
ties are independent when the neighbourhoods of U and W are disjoint
trees.
It remains to show that Pr[¬Distrees]=o(1). To this end we deBne two additional
events. Let Notdis denote the event that the (j + 1)-neighbourhoods of U;W in a
random fault free conBguration are not disjoint and let Trees be the event that both
neighbourhoods are trees, which are not necessarily disjoint. We have by conditioning
and Lemma 4 that
Pr[¬Distrees]6 Pr[¬Trees] + Pr[Notdis|Trees]6 Pr[Notdis|Trees] + o(1):
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We condition the following calculation on the event Trees:
Pr[Notdis] = Pr[Notdis ∧ U ∈N(W; j + 1)]
+Pr[Notdis ∧ U =∈ N(W; j + 1)];
where the probability refers to a random fault free conBguration . The Brst summand
is easily seen to be o(1) by analysing the breadth Brst generation process starting with
W as in the proof of Lemma 4:
Pr[U ∈N(W; j + 1)]6 d · d
j+3
dn− dj+3 = o(1):
The second summand is slightly more complex to deal with. Let (=N(W; j + 1).
Then ( has 6dj+3 node copies altogether. Given the (j + 1)-neighbourhood ( of W
we generate the (j + 1)-neighbourhood of U by a subsequent breadth Brst generation
procedure starting with U . The number of copies not any more available for random
choices in the end is 62 · dj+3. To generate the (j+1)-neighbourhood of U we have
to make 6dj+3 copy expansion steps. Accordingly
Pr[Notdis ∧ U =∈N(W; j + 1)]
= Pr[When generating N(U; j + 1) we hit a copy from N(W; j + 1):]
6
d(j+3)2
dn− 2dj+3 = o(1)
and we are done.
4. When there is no k-core
The proof of Theorem 1(b) is now quite simple. First we need the following fact
showing that very small k-cores are not possible.
Lemma 11. With high probability a random member of Con(n; d) has no subcon-
4guration on o(n) classes where the degree of each class is ¿3.
Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that with high probability a random member
of Con(n; d) has no subconBguration with average degree at least 3 on at most 2n
classes, where 2=2(d) is a small positive constant. Consider any s62n. The number
of choices for s classes and 1:5s edges from amongst the node copies of these classes
is bounded from above by
(
n
s
)
(
ds
2
)
1:5s

 :
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Setting for even t, M (t)= t!!= t!=(2t=2(t=2)!) to be the number of ways of pairing t
copies, we have that for any such collection of 1:5s edges, the probability that those
edges lie in our random member of Con(n; d) is
M (dn− 3s)=M (dn) ¡
( e
n
)1:5s
:
Therefore, the expected number of such subconBgurations is at most
(
n
s
)
(
ds
2
)
1:5s

( en
)1:5s
¡
(en
s
)s(e((ds)2=2)
1:5s
)1:5s ( e
n
)1:5s
6
(
20d6s
n
)0:5s
= f(s):
Therefore, the expected number of such subconBgurations with 62n classes is less than∑2n
s=1 f(s) which is easily veriBed to be o(1), provided we pick 2=1=(40d
6).
Now Theorem 1(b) is easy to prove: Assume that p¡r(d; k). Then by Lemma 8
we have that *60 and therefore *=0. Therefore for d¿t¿k we get that t=0 by
Eq. (6). Theorem 10 implies that the number of classes surviving
√
logd n executions
of the loop of the global algorithm with degree t where d¿t¿k is o(n) with high
probability with respect to the input space Con(n; d; p). Lemma 11 implies that with
high probability these o(n) classes of degree ¿k allow only for the empty k-core.
5. When there is a k-core
In this section, we proceed to prove Theorem 1(a). We start by showing that with
high probability very few light clauses survive the Brst
√
logd n executions of the loop
of the global algorithm.
Corollary 12. In Con(n; d; p) we have with high probability that the number of light
classes after j=j(n)=
√
logd n executions of the loop of the global algorithm is
reduced to o(n).
Proof. Let  =k + · · ·+d, see Eq. (6). Then  +o(1) is the probability that a given
class W survives j executions of the loop of the global algorithm with a degree ¿k,
see Corollary 9. The probability that a given class survives j − 1 executions of the
loop of the global algorithm with a degree ¿k is  +o(1), too (with a diNerent o(1),
however, note that j − 1 goes to inBnity, too). Let Hi be the random variable of the
number of classes which are heavy after the ith execution of the loop of the global
algorithm. Let Li the number of classes which become light during the ith loop. Then
we have Hj=Hj−1−Lj. From Theorem 10 we get that Hj diNers from  ·n only by an
additive error of o(n) with high probability. The same applies to Hj−1 with a diNerent
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error of o(n). Hence, Lj the number of classes becoming light during the jth execution
of the loop of the global algorithm must be o(n) with high probability.
In order to show that the o(n) light classes still present after
√
logd n executions
of the loop of the global algorithm can be eliminated leaving us with a linear size
k-core provided p¿r(d; k), we need to know something about the distribution of the
subconBgurations after
√
logd n loops of the global algorithm. As usual in similar
situations the uniform distribution needs to be preserved. For Pn=(n0; n1; n2; : : : ; nd)
we let Con( Pn) be the space of all subconBgurations with ni classes of degree i. Each
conBguration is equally likely.
Lemma 13. We 4x i¿0. Conditioning the space Con(n; d; p) on those subcon4gura-
tions which give a subcon4guration in Con( Pn) after i loops of the global algorithm
each subcon4guration from Con( Pn) has the same probability to occur.
A proof of this lemma can be found in [6].
From Corollary 12 and Theorem 10 we get that after running the global algorithm for
j(n)=
√
log n executions of the loop we have a subconBguration uniformly distributed
in a space Con( Pn) where n0+n1+n2+· · ·+nk−1=o(n) and |nt−t ·n|6o(n) for d¿t¿k
with high probability. A probabilistic analysis of the following algorithm eliminating
the light classes one by one shows that we obtain a linear size k-core with high
probability.
Algorithm 14.
Input: A subconBguration .
Output: The k-core of .
while There exist light classes in  do
Choose uniformly at random a light class W
from all light classes and delete W .
od
Output .
In order to perform a probabilistic analysis of this algorithm it is again important
that the uniform distribution is preserved. We omit the proof which follows in the
same manner as the similar Proposition 1 in [13] (for the case of graphs instead of
conBgurations).
Lemma 15. If we apply Algorithm 14 to a random subcon4guration from Con( Pn)
for a given number of iterations we get: Conditional on the event in Con( Pn) that
the subcon4guration obtained is in Con(n′0; n
′
1 n
′
2; n
′
3; : : : ; n
′
d) this subcon4guration is
a uniform random con4guration from Con(n′0; n
′
1 n
′
2; n
′
3; : : : ; n
′
d).
Lemma 16. We consider probability spaces Con( Pn) where the number of heavy classes
is ¿6 · n for a given 6. One execution of the loop of Algorithm 14 causes one light
class to disappear and we get 6k − 1 new light classes. Let Y :Con( Pn)→N be the
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number of new light classes after one execution of the loop of Algorithm 14. Let
8=
∑d
i=1 i ·ni and 9=(k ·nk)=8. Thus 9 is the probability of picking a copy of degree
k when picking uniformly at random from amongst all copies incident with an edge.
Then we have:
(a) There exists a h with 06h6k−1 such that Y follows the distribution Bin(h; 9)
up to an additive error of o(1) in the probabilities.
(b) EY6(k − 1) · 9+ o(1).
Proof. (a) The probabilities in question can easily be calculated by analysing the
following two-step procedure to generate random conBgurations from Con( Pn).
Step 1: Choose copies uniformly at random from all available classes respecting the
degree constraints prescribed in Pn.
Step 2: Put the copies chosen in Step 1 into
∑d
i=1 i · ni slots a follows: Pick the
Brst copy deterministically and the second copy at random from the rest. Pick the
next copy deterministically and the fourth copy randomly, etc. The pair of copies in
slot 2m − 1 and 2m represents one edge. The required probabilities are now easily
calculated.
For any particular class W , we condition on the event that W is the light class
chosen by the algorithm and that its degree is h6k − 1. Then Y can assume the
values 0; : : : ; h. We consider the generation procedure above where the copies picked
deterministically are always those from W whereas the adjacent copies are randomly
chosen from those copies which are not yet occupied. We only expand W . First observe
that the probability that two copies of W are adjacent to two copies from the same class
V is o(1) because the number of all copies available is ¿6 ·n. Also the probability that
a copy from W is adjacent to a copy from W is o(1). Thus the number of light classes
generated by one execution of the loop of Algorithm 14 is dominated by the number
of times we hit a copy from a class of degree k when expanding W . Now again as the
number of copies altogether is linear in n this number follows the distribution Bin(h; 9)
up to an additive error of o(1).
The next lemma seems to be the most important observation of this paper.
Lemma 17. We assume that p=r(d; k)= min0¡¡1 L(). We consider random sub-
con4gurations  obtained after applying
√
logd n executions of the loop of the global
algorithm to a random faulty con4guration from Con(n; d; p). Let Pn=(n0; : : : ; nd) be
the random vector such that  ∈ Con( Pn) and let 9 and Y be as in Lemma 16. With
high probability with respect to Con(n; d; p) we have:
(a) 9= 1k−1 + o(1).
(b) EY61 + o(1).
Proof. (a) As p=r(d; k) we get from Lemma 8 that *¿0. From Theorem 10, Corol-
lary 12, and Eq. (6) we have with high probability with respect to Con(n; d; p)
that
n0 + n1 + · · ·+ nk−1 = o(n)
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and for d¿t¿k
|nt − tn| = o(n):
Moreover, we have from Eq. (10) that
t = Pr[Bin(d; p*) = t] ¿ 0
as 0¡p61 and 0¡*61.
Now for  with 0¡¡1 and p=L() we have that for the derivative L′()=0.
Note that we have in particular p=L(p*) which is a consequence of the equation
*=Pr[Bin(d−1; p*)¿k−1] as in the Brst half of the proof of Lemma 8. The second
half of the proof of Lemma 8 shows that p* is in fact the largest such  with L()=p.
Now assume that  is such that L′()=0. DiNerentiating L and setting the derivative
equal to zero, we get
d−1∑
i=k−1
(
d− 1
i
)
i(1− )d−1−i
=
d−1∑
i=k−1
(
d− 1
i
)
i(1− )d−2−i(i − (d− 1)): (8)
A simple inductive proof shows that the RHS of (8) is equal to
(k − 1)
(
d− 1
k − 1
)
k−1(1− )d−k :
Indeed, it is trivially true for k=d, and if it is true for k = r + 1 then for k=r the
RHS is equal to(
d− 1
r − 1
)
r−1(1− )d−1−r(r − 1− (d− 1)) + r
(
d− 1
r
)
r(1− )d−1−r
= (r − 1)
(
d− 1
r − 1
)
r−1(1− )d−r :
Setting t= i + 1, and multiplying by d, the LHS of Eq. (8) comes to
d∑
t=k
d
(
d− 1
t − 1
)
t(1− )d−t =
d∑
t=k
t
(
d
t
)
t(1− )d−t ;
and the RHS in its simpliBed form above comes to
d(k − 1)
(
d− 1
k − 1
)
k(1− )d−k = k(k − 1)
(
d
k
)
k(1− )d−k :
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As t =(
d
t )(p*)
t(1−p*)d−t we can now conclude using the preceding consideration
that with high probability the vector Pn is such that we get:
9=
knk∑d
i=1 ini
=
kkn+ o(n)
o(n) +
∑d
t=k ttn + o(n)
=
kkn∑d
t=k ttn
+ o(1)
=
kkn
(k − 1)kkn + o(1)
=
1
k − 1 + o(1):
(b) The second claim follows as in Lemma 16.
Theorem 18. We assume that p¿r(d; k) and consider random subcon4gurations  as
in the previous theorem. We have that Algorithm 14 stops after o(n) executions of the
while loop with a linear size k-core with high probability with respect to Con(n; d; p).
Proof. Assume that Pn is such that ∈Con( Pn). As p¿r(d; k) we get by the deBnition
of 9 that with high probability Pn is such that 96(1 − 2)=(k − 1) for an 2¿0 and
nk + · · ·+nd=:(n). For i¿0 we deBne Yi to be the number of light classes remaining
after i executions of the loop of Algorithm 14. With high probability by Corollary
12 we have Y0=o(n). Furthermore, by Lemmas 16 and 17, we have EY16Y0 − 1 +
(k−1)96Y0−2. Furthermore, it is not hard to verify that, since there are :(n) classes
of degree ¿k, then so long as i=o(n) we have
EYi+1 6 Yi − 12 2
and in particular, the probability that at least ‘ new light vertices are formed during
step i is less than the probability that the binomial variable
Bin
(
k − 1; 1−
1
2 2
k − 1
)
is at least ‘.
Therefore, for any t=o(n), Y0; Y1; : : : ; Yt is statistically dominated by a random walk
deBned as:
Z0 = Y0 and Zi+1 = Zi − 1 + Xi;
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where the Xi are independent random variables following the distribution of
Bin
(
k − 1; 1−
1
2 2
k − 1
)
:
Since Zi has a drift of − 12 2, it is easy to verify that with high probability, Zt=0 for
some t=o(n), and thus with high probability Yt=0 as well. If Yt=0 then we are left
with a k-core of linear size.
Clearly Theorem 18 implies Theorem 1(a).
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